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ABSTRACT: The most important issue for avoiding and preventing the progression of various diseases is earlier risk
assessment and identification. To estimate disease risk factors, the researchers typically used the statistical comparative
analysis or step-by-step methods of feature selection using regression techniques. The results of these methods focused
on individual risk factors separately. However, rather than just one factor, a combination of factors is more likely to
influence disease development. Genetic algorithms (GA) can be beneficial and efficient for finding a combination of
factors for the fastest diagnosis with the highest accuracies, especially when dealing with a large number of
complicated and poorly understood components, as in diseases prediction. Our proposed model demonstrates the
potential for using GA to diagnose disease and predict accuracy. Our proposed ensemble model revealed that
combining a limited selection of input features gives better results than using all of the single significant features
individually. This model not only forecasts the optimal feature sets and accuracy but also overcomes the dataset’s
missing values problem. Variables more commonly picked by LR may be more relevant for disease development
prediction and accuracy by GA.
Keywords: Data Mining, Logistic Regression (LR), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Feature Selection (FS), Decision Tree
(DT), Random Forest (RF)
1. INTRODUCTION
Developing nations, such as India, have a double burden of communicable and non-communicable illnesses. Stroke is
one of the most common causes of death and disability in India. The estimated adjusted stroke prevalence rate ranges
from 84-262/100,000 in rural regions to 334-424/100,000 in urban areas [1]. Stroke risk prediction can contribute
significantly to forbade it and begin early treatment. Multiple medical studies and data analyses have been conducted to
understand effective prophesiers of stroke. The Framingham Study [2,3] reported multiple factors which increase the
risk of stroke which include age, systolic blood pressure, use of antihypertensive therapy, diabetes mellitus, smoking
cigarette, prior cardiovascular disease, atrial fibrillation, and left ventricular hypertrophy by electrocardiogram.
Furthermore, other numerous studies in the past decade [4,5,6,7] have made discoveries of factors that are riskier like
creatinine level, the time required to walk 15 feet, and more. Most preceding prophecy models have adopted features of
risk factors that are confirmed by clinical trials or selected manually by medical specialists. For example, Lumley et al.
[6] built a 5-year stroke prophecy model based on Cardio-vascular Health Study [8] dataset using a set of 16 manually
chosen features (given in [9]) from a total of approximately one thousand features. With numerous features in recent
medical datasets, it is an unmanageable task to identify and confirm each risk factor manually. On the other hand,
machine learning algorithms can identify features highly related to stroke occurrence dexterously from the huge
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collection of features; therefore, we believe machine learning can be used to (i) improve the prophecy precision of
stroke risk, and (ii) discover new risk factors.
Lumley et al.’s [6] 5-year stroke prediction model adopted the Cox proportional hazards model, one of the most
commonly used statistical methods in medical research [9]. It has been considerably studied [9,10] and applied to the
prophecy of various diseases including stroke [6,11,12]. However, the performance of the actual Cox model depends
mostly on the quality of the pre-selected features. To address this problem, several applications have been suggested
recently [13,14]. Thus far, there have been very few studies on differentiating the Cox regression with machine learning
methods in making prophecy on censored data. Kattan [15] compared Cox proportional hazards regression with several
machine learning methods (neural networks and tree-based methods) based on three urological datasets. However,
Kattan’s study emphasized datasets with only five features, while machine learning algorithms are thought to
effectively handle many more features. In inclusion, the paper considered only some relatively simple machine learning
algorithms, and high-performance machine learning algorithms such as SVM and NB were not inspected.
This paper shows a combined machine learning approach for stroke risk prophesy. We explored machine learning
algorithms to improve the prophecy correctness and conducted considerable differences between our results and those
with the Cox proportional hazards model. Our approach examines the problems of data imputation, feature selection,
and prophecy in medical datasets. We suggest a novel automatic feature selection algorithm that selects robust features
on our suggested heuristic: conservative mean. In inclusion, our work has also identified potential risk factors that have
not been explored by traditional applications. Last, we note that this method can be applied to the clinical prophecy of
other diseases, where missing data are usual and risk factors are not well recognized.
2. RELEVANT LITERATURE
There can be single or multiple subgroups of characteristics that are equally useful for a particular objective, for
multiple redundant or outdated characteristics. A single subset of features does not always result in FS. FS removes
unnecessary characteristics to get the optimum subset of features for discriminating across classes.
Clinical and diagnostic evidence has led to the development of several effective early detection services and other
health-related technologies in both the data mining and healthcare sectors. Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly
accepted in research and health care. Classification, often known as predictive analytics, is an important component of
AI in machine learning (ML). The current evaluations of novel prediction models based on ML techniques show
promise in the field of scientific research [16]. Chaudhuri et al. estimate the diseases using the recursive feature
elimination (RFE) technique, which picks an optimal selection of characteristics, and an ensemble algorithm, the
enhanced decision tree (EDT). The results obtained in their study demonstrate that the accuracy level of EDT is not
affected by the elimination of less relevant characteristics, allowing decision-makers to focus on a few features to
decrease treatment time and error. EDT achieves a good level of consistency in forecasting the illness, with or without
feature selection [17]. Chaudhuri et al. compared proven approaches and proposed a framework for integrating findings
from various DMT to avoid Type 2 and Type 1 errors. To predict the disease, two sets of data were used: disease and
treatment datasets, as well as features identified as significant by the ensemble method – the random forest. The results
show that traditional methods, such as LR, outperformed RF in terms of significant features. This approach, however,
fails when the data dichotomy (i.e., disease or no disease) is not distinct. The DT analysis was performed consistently
across all variants of the dataset used in this paper [18]. Nahar et al. [20] conducted a study in which they tested several
classifiers for extracting heart disease (HD). When absolute accuracy is employed as the output metric, they proved that
SVM has promise. The experiment findings indicated that applying the medical knowledge-driven feature selection
(MFS) approach considerably improved the output for most classifiers for most datasets, especially in terms of
accuracy.
Chen et al. [21] presented a unique Convolutional Neural Network-based multimodal disease risk prediction approach
in hospitals that employs both structured and unstructured data. Three circumstances were anticipated for diseases such
as diabetes, cerebral infarction, and heart disease. Machine learning algorithms such as NB, decision trees, and knearest neighbours (KNN) are used to predict heart disease, diabetes, and brain abnormalities. The findings of
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algorithm DT outperform those of algorithms NB and KNN. Alizadehsani et al. [22] gave a systematic and multifaceted
review of all relevant studies for ML-based Coronary artery disease diagnosis published between 1992 and 2019. The
impacts of several aspects such as dataset characteristics (geographic location, sample size, features, and severity of
each coronary artery) and applied ML methods (feature selection, performance metrics, and process) are fully
investigated. Based on a huge dataset of structured and unstructured data collected from hospitals, the researcher [23]
created a novel machine learning algorithm CNN-MDRP to anticipate the likelihood of various illnesses. To do the
prediction analysis on the structured datasets, he used an existing NB-based ML algorithm CNNUDRP. According to
the findings of this study, CNN-MDRP is far more powerful than the next algorithm and can be applied to both
structured and unstructured datasets. In their study of an HD dataset from Andhra Pradesh, the authors [24] utilized the
Lazy Association classification approach to calculate accuracy. They discovered a 10.26 % gain in accuracy over the
J4.8 and an 8.6 percent improvement over the NB ML algorithms.
In research, Amin et al. [25] proposed a new approach for forecasting heart illness based on hybrid neural networks and
distinct characteristics of GA. Taking into account the risk variables such as age, family history of HD, blood sugar,
smoking, obesity, and many more. On the training set, the suggested classifier achieved 96 percent accuracy and 89
percent accuracy on the testing set. The authors of [26] proposed a computational intelligence strategy to predict HD by
employing a variety of FS approaches to improve the accuracy provided by the NB classifier. Using NB as the
classification technique and one-R as the FS algorithm, they improved accuracy to 86.29 %. The Fuzzy K-NN test was
proposed by Krishnaiah et al. [27] as part of a hybrid approach to HD prediction. This method removed uncertainty
from the traditional K-NN classifier and calculated appropriate values for building a new model. The proposed system
revealed that people in their 50s and 60s had similar symptoms of HD to those in their 40s and 45s.
The authors analyzed the HD data set using AdaBoost for the feature subset and the PCA technique for feature
selection [28]. Using this ensemble technique, prediction accuracies improved by 2.11% over J4.8 and 7.33% over 10fold cross validations. Masethe et al. [29] tested and analyzed several precise HD machine learning techniques. The
analysis indicated that NB produced 99% accuracy compared to other classifiers. For HD prediction, Karoalis et al.
[30] utilized the DT algorithm and C4.5 and tested both for PCI and CABG models. They achieved maximum precision
of 75%. Samples of 620 patients from Paphos district were examined by the authors. However, the accuracy achieved
by this technique is poor compared with other algorithms. The researcher [31] implements the DTRS clustering
technique to forecast fuzzy sets and heart disease. The author indicates that DTRFCS is more effective than DTRS
algorithms in this investigation. To improve accuracy, the authors [32] devised a unique strategy for predicting HD
using KNN and NB Classification algorithms. By evaluating accumulated HD records, they were able to obtain an
accuracy of 82.6%. Because not all variables are useful predictors, the authors are attempting to determine the optimal
subset. Genetic algorithms provide a workaround for this restriction because they are known to produce virtually
optimal outcomes when searching for only a tiny portion of a search area.
3. METHODOLOGY
When creating a multivariable regression model, it is necessary to choose a parameter or function. The main objective
of the selection of features is to include clinically important and statistically significant features in the model with
noise/redundant features being exempted [1,2]. A range of approaches, such as targeted selection, the best subset, stepby-step regression, and association rules, are commonly employed in this regard. Neither technique is an ideal answer,
especially for a wide variety of characteristics during the era of Big Data. For the proper selection of variables, a
univariate screening to track variables is typically required. These variables are then used to create a regression
template. While some important variables are working together, a system that does not have statistical significance
when evaluated independently can ignore them. Because all possible candidate variables are tested, the best subset
approach can solve this problem [3]. Furthermore, while this method may be useful in a data set with a small number of
variables, it may not be the best option for a large dataset with a large number of features. Another popular method is
the step-by-step approach, which is, at its core, a local research process [4]. GA [5,6] is a search heuristic that mimics
biological and natural selection methods. According to Darwin’s theory, the population changes as a result of selection,
crossover, and mutation. The fittest individuals survive and reproduce, while the weakest are wiped out. GA generates
artificial random populations (called chromosomes in the terminology of GA) that are assessed using a mathematical
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fitness method. Both discrete and continuous functions have been successfully used to solve optimization problems
when picking, replicating, crossing, and mutating. The mathematical fitness function is best served by these artificially
designed chromosomes.
This paper explains how to use GA to achieve the best classification precision for variables chosen by LR. The LR
classification model is the most popular approach to clinical research because most dependent variables (e.g.,
diagnosis) are categorical. This framework can make use of some types of generalized linear models and data sets.
Traditional feature selection (FS) techniques contribute a small amount to classification, but machine learning (ML)
techniques and feature selection (FS) techniques together can help make better decisions and classify many diseases
with high accuracy levels. Due to the exponential growth of the IT infrastructure in health services and the increased
dissemination of medical databases, medical institutions produce and collect large volumes of health data. It is critical
to investigate the appropriate feature, which is becoming available as a result of the rapidly expanding corpus of
medical data, to improve patient care efficiency and, as a result, reduce treatment costs and time. LR classification is a
popular, very common, and efficient technique in the healthcare sector. Several studies on treating different diseases
involving LR models have already been published. Some of these models were planned to prospectively be used on
previously unknown instances. Traditionally, this problem has been resolved by step-by-step techniques of variable
selection for logistic regression models. This sequential method significantly restricts the number of models being
examined. Another way would be to look at all existing models. The number of possible models is 2n, given n number
of variables to choose from, making this exhaustive method for variables other than small numbers impracticable.
Some periodic system provides this method e.g., SAS but for only 10 variables or less.
The authors in this article compare an LR dependent variable selection method for GA models with randomly generated
values to standard linear variable selection approaches using patients (attacked in stroke) data set in the proposed
approach. In this section, the authors go over the fundamental concepts of LR and show how it can be used to choose
variables. The goal of this study was to find the best-performing feature combinations for early diagnosis and
development of stroke and other diseases. In this study, LR was used to select one or more sets of diagnostic test results
(features) that can accurately predict disease progression, and GA was used to build prediction models. The algorithm
architecture and mechanism that combined LR and GA to predict disease status are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. As the GA
input, the user-selected features for the LR were used. To simplify and identify the best set of features for the various
sets, the GA used LR tests.
3.1 Architecture of The System
In the system design, our suggested classifier has been coupled with GA. There were three major phases in the search
process. LR is used separately to construct a predictive model for each instance within potential GA solutions, together
with the set of selected characteristics from RF (RF-with or without contradicting features), DT, and GA. All anticipated
variables from the LR’s future outputs will be created in a new data set. Variables with values between the minimum and
maximum of these variables will be created at random. At the last step of the search, GA would discover an improved
solution that would replace previously discovered less relevant solutions. GA follows the iterative learning theory,
which was first introduced by Holland. This methodology operates on a principle close to that of natural-system genetic
simulations (Fig. 2 represents the architecture of the GA technique). This algorithm was initially used to identify
individuals with a permanent population using a space snapshot. The role of exercise is designed for individual
evaluation. Any operations are carried out to develop new generations [19]. Genes consist of chromosomes. A clinical
variable is considered as a gene (Table 1) and a set of clinical variables can be considered as chromosomes to construct a
regression model. A chromosome size determines the number of variables on a model. For example, if each model has 6
different variables the chromosome size will be 6. The GA begins by compiling a random selection of models. A fitness
function is used to evaluate each model in the population. When the objective is achieved, the model is picked and the
process of evolution ends. If the objective is not met in the present generation, the model population will keep evolving.
The present population acts as a parent, while the following generation is a descendant. Models with increased fitness in
parents have a better probability to reproduce, as is the case with biological evolution. The reproduced chromosome is
being crossed and mutated to generate variety, which gives the offspring greater opportunity to achieve the fitness
objective. The cycle goes on to the fitness goal or the maximum number of generations (Fig. 2).
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3.2 Stroke Dataset and Attribute Description
The authors gather information from a population of 5110 people are involved in this study with 2995 females and 2115
males. The dataset for this study is extracted from Kaggle data repositories (https://www.kaggle.com/datasets) to predict
whether a patient is likely to get stroke based on the following attribute information.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the space of all possible subsets of predictor variables, a GA is defined, which searches for the best LR model with
only significant variables. The approach was demonstrated to be effective with a large data set containing thousands of
records and a large number of variables using the stroke data set with different independent variables. While statistical
techniques are used in LR to select meaningful variables, GA statistical techniques cannot be used to select variables
because it is a black-box model. Step-by-step LR will be used to select variables in the proposed method. Explanatory
variables derived from LR and projections can also be used as GA inputs. As a result, the proposed method takes
advantage of both the LR and GA. When the results in Table 2 were compared to other methods, it was found that the
proposed method produced the best results in terms of criteria for various disease data. As shown in Table 2 we found
from different analyses on stroke data-set that the classification accuracy of the LR is highest, so variables chosen for GA
analysis are age, hypertension and avg_glucose_level. With randomly generated values and LR equation,

Y = -7.5788 + 0.0706*age + 0.3845*hypertension+ 0.0044*glucose_level
the prediction accuracy for our proposed model is 99% which outperforms other popular ML classifiers. Our suggested
model not only provides the best accuracies in various disease diagnostics, but it effectively handles the missing value
problem in datasets. Noise, missing values, and inconsistency are common features of medical datasets found in various
repositories. Researchers use various pre-processing steps to solve these problems, such as data cleaning, data
integration, data transformation, data reduction, and so on. For all factors, the proposed classification model generates
numbers at random between the minimum and maximum values. This helps to test any possible combination of values
from various factors, and this technique also overcomes the problem of noise, missing value, and inconsistency.

Fig. 1. Architecture of The System
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CONCLUSION
This study used GA to predict disease progression by combining the impacts of a wide set of independent variables from
datasets (n number of potential combinations between the lowest and highest values) with the best LR formula used to
compute the best accuracy. The classification result of our proposed classifier shows that using a combination of
variables to predict disease progression is superior in quality to using a single significant variable or a finite set of
variables. To improve the prediction models, the developed algorithm will be tested and modified with more data. The
GA method proposed in this research was implemented as a general solution that may be used for a different disease or
non-disease datasets. GA’s technique is intended to discover solutions that need a successful search of a subset of
characteristics to identify nearly optimal combinations to solve vast, difficult, or poorly understood solution spaces.
Clinical diagnosis and prognostic outcomes can be considered by selecting the appropriate characteristics for
categorization and reliability. Today, LR is a more commonly utilized classification approach in clinical science. This
research shows how to use GA to estimate accuracies and choose features in combination with LR. Patient survey
findings, observational retrospective research, and clinical trials can also enable us to evaluate the model’s efficacy,
quality, and cost. Thus, the authors conclude: (1) The selection of features is important for the choice of whether the
features to be retained or discarded. (2) Various machine learning techniques (MLTs), given certain requirements, such
as dataset size, feature count, and records per category, can predict with better accuracy. As a result, the authors suggest
a combination of feature selection and machine learning approaches for disease prediction that reduces mistakes. But
trying to optimize the accuracy of the prediction by addressing the specificity and sensitivity limitation through an FS
and MLT simulation might get better results. The authors propose such an attempt as future work.
Table. 1. Description of Stroke Dataset

1
2
3

Attributes
id
gender
age

4

hypertension

5
6

heart_disease
ever_married

7
8
9
10

work_type
Residence_type
avg_glucose_level
bmi

11

smoking_status

12

stroke

Description
unique identifier
“Male”, “Female” or “Other”
age of the patient
0 if the patient doesn’t have hypertension, 1 if the
patient has hypertension
0 if the patient doesn’t have any heart diseases, 1 if
the patient has a heart disease
“No” or “Yes”
“children”, “Govt_jov”, “Never_worked”, “Private” or
“Self-employed”
“Rural” or “Urban”
average glucose level in blood
body mass index
“formerly smoked”, “never smoked”, “smokes” or
“Unknown”
1 if the patient had a stroke, 0 the patient do not have a
stroke

Values
Continuous
Continuous

Continuous

Table. 2. Result of Analysis on Stroke Dataset

© IARJSET

Method
LR
LR after DT
LR after RF
LR after GA

Accuracy
0.9510
0.9491
0.9491
0.9491

Our Proposed Model

0.9937

Selected Features
age, hypertension, avg_glucose_level
age, avg_glucose_level
age, avg_glucose_level
Hypertension, heart_disease,
avg_glucose_level, smoking_status
age, hypertension
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Fig. 2. Genetic Algorithm for Disease Outcome Modelling
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